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How a Cop from Brooklyn 
Built a $400 Million Real 

Estate Empire 
 
There are lots of reasons people pursue a career in law enforcement. A 
quick online search of career-related websites reveals many of the 
common reasons police officers list as why they’ve chosen the career 
they have. 
 
Among the most commonly listed reasons are: 
 

• A chance to serve their community 
 

• The desire to help people in need of help 
 

• A way to protect others 
 

• The opportunity to have variety in their day-to-day job duties 
 

• The good medical benefits that come with the job of public 
servant 

 
What you probably won’t find as a response to the question: “Why did 
you want to be a cop?” is “to get rich.” 
 
Police work is rewarding in a lot of ways, and some officers certainly 
earn a decent living. But according to the website Salaryexplorer.com, 
the average salary range of a police officer in the United States is 
$51,000 to $60,000. So no police officers are exactly becoming 
wealthy. 
 
Then there’s Greg O’Connell. 
 
O’Connell is a former narcotics officer and detective from Brooklyn, 
N.Y. Now 77, he’s long retired from the force. And he’s worth 400 
million dollars. 
 
That’s the net worth Bloomberg News estimates for O’Connell, who has 
become one of Brooklyn’s major real estate investors and developers 
after starting small way back in the 1960s. If there’s walking, talking 
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proof that you can become a self-made multi-millionaire, it’s 
O’Connell. 
 
His father was also a policeman, which is what steered him toward 
that same career path. His mother was a schoolteacher. So O’Connell 
certainly didn’t come from any sort of aristocratic background. And 
even today, with an estimated net worth of $400 million, he’s known 
to drive around the neighborhoods in his pickup truck, wearing his 
trademark overalls. 
 
According to Bloomberg, O’Connell bought his first piece of real estate 
in 1967, borrowing some money from his hard-working parents to 
purchase a $22,000 home in the Cobble Hill neighborhood of Brooklyn. 
That property today is worth $2.5 million. 
 
In 1976, he bought the home he still lives in, a three-story house in 
Red Hook that cost him $4,000. According to Bloomberg, it’s now 
worth $1.2 million. 

 
Given the above, you could say 
O’Connell was kind of in the 
right place at the right time. 
Inflation and appreciation over 
time will mostly increase any 
property’s value. But you can’t 
merely “right-place-right-time” 
your way to the tune of $400 
million. 
 
And as odd as it sounds that a 
retired cop is worth nearly a 
half-billion dollars, it’s actually 
O’Connell’s experience as a cop 
that helped develop what 
became a very successful real 
estate strategy. 
 
His job in law enforcement, 
specifically as a drug activity 
investigator, gave him unique 
knowledge of some  
rough neighborhoods. He was all 
too familiar with the roughest 
areas in Brooklyn. He knew all 
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the places where life was hardest for Brooklyn’s residents and knew 
what places had properties that no one wanted to buy. So he bought 
them.  
 
That was his strategy, and it was a solid one. 
 
You probably hear the term “distressed properties” rather frequently. 
The phrase: references real estate that’s not in the greatest shape 
and/or is not in desirable areas. House “flippers,” as they’re known, 
often buy distressed properties below market value to fix up and sell 
for market value. But O’Connell, definitely a buyer of distressed 
properties, is not a flipper. 
 
Instead, he bought properties on the cheap – which is why he was 
able to dabble in real estate on a cop’s salary – with the idea that 
they’d someday be in demand. He focused on inexpensive properties 
in areas where there was potential for demand, as well as areas near 
other areas that were overpopulated. 
 
His thinking was that a growing population would overflow from 
heavily populated areas into nearby areas that were underutilized at 
the time. The result was purchases of abandoned warehouses, 
storefronts and unwanted land near areas that were still growing in 
population. 
 
As re-gentrification in Brooklyn expanded, so, too, did the demand for 
commercial real estate that fed the population spread. So, too, did the 
demand for lower-income housing in neighborhoods that were being 
revitalized, where home prices were rising to levels out of reach for 
the people who lived there at the time. 
 
And instead of focusing on selling his distressed properties for more 
than what he paid for them, O’Connell – maybe because of his roots as 
a police officer in the communities he invested in – sought ways to use 
his properties that met the demands of area they were located in. 
 
He sold or leased once-undesirable land to non-profits who were trying 
to provide the low-income housing he knew the communities needed. 
He converted abandoned warehouses, bought for next to nothing, into 
retail spaces he knew growing neighborhoods would rely on. 
 
And his keen knowledge of the communities he worked in made 
O’Connell a contrarian of sorts when it comes to real estate. Instead of 
trying to raise rents, he tried to consolidate and streamline the 
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management of his properties so that he could offer LOW rents. He 
applied for – and received – tax abatements and grants so that he 
could pass along the savings to those interested in occupying his 
properties. 
 
If a neighborhood needed low-income housing, he provided it. If a 
neighborhood could use a grocery store instead of an unused 
warehouse, he made it happen. There are a million real estate 
developers out there, but O’Connell’s rise to successful real estate 
developer stemmed from his unique knowledge of the city blocks he 
worked as a cop and what the residents of those city blocks said they 
needed. 
 
In fact, in an interview with urban real estate website Next City, he 
was asked what, specifically, he’d offer in the way of advice for other 
developers who are investing in the revitalization of decaying urban 
areas, and he had this to say: 
 
“Get everyone involved. They know better than a developer what the 
community needs. Once you hear people, you can figure out solutions 
to the conflicts.” 
 
Re-gentrification – the investment of new money into run-down areas 
with the hopes of bringing them back – does come with some standard 
conflicts.  
 
The most common criticism is that when a poor area becomes nicer 
and attracts new businesses and residents, the people already living 
there are priced out. They need dollar stores, not Whole Foods. They 
need cheap apartments, not expensive condos. The complaint is that 
out-of-town developers, seeking a buck, disenfranchise those who 
make up the real fabric of the community. 
 
O’Connell is no out-of-town, out-of-touch developer who forces 
rehabilitated properties on the populace in order to profit. Instead, he 
acquires distressed properties and sort of asks the neighbors “What 
would you like to see here.” 
 
Obviously, it seems to be working. 
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But community involvement in real estate projects isn’t the only 
strategy O’Connell employs. It’s not even the main strategy. On the 
surface, it might seem as though he made a fortune by buying 
properties that nobody else wanted. The more accurate way to 
describe it is that he actively acquires properties that nobody 
else wants NOW. 
 
He’s not a flipper. Like flippers, however, O’Connell does seek out 
distressed properties and invest in repairs and improvements. But 
instead of selling them right away, he holds them for the long 
term, earning income from them while they appreciate in value 
over time. 
 
Note the “waterfront parcels” investment in the graphic above. Yes, it’s 
fantastic that investments of $450,000 are worth $170 million today. 
It’s true that O’Connell had to put money into them after purchasing 
the various pieces of land in 1992, and he has re-sold some. But think 
about the rental income he’s earned while the value of the investments 
grew. Retail buildings in a desirable waterfront area? Rents are sky-
high.  
 
A key, O’Connell has said, is to get involved in a run-down area 10 to 
15 years before it’s in demand. Because once a revitalized area is in 
demand, it’s too late to turn a huge profit. So he researches areas that 
are distressed at the moment, but close enough to other already-
developing areas to predict that, eventually, the neighboring 
distressed area will follow. 
 
When he first started investing in Red Hook, O’Connell said it looked 
like a ghost town. “It was dead as a doornail when I came down,” he 
told Next City. 
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There are so many lessons in O’Connell’s unlikely success story that 
other would-be real estate investors can learn from. Here are the main 
ones: 
 
Get involved locally 
 
The old saying is that the three factors in real estate values are 
location, location and location. For O’Connell, that didn’t mean 
investing in the desirable locations of the time. It meant investing in 
UN-desirable locations, then putting his boots on the ground and 
figuring out what could be done to MAKE areas desirable. 
 
And, yes, that meant his working knowledge of the communities was 
helpful. His willingness to get feedback from residents and community 
leaders was helpful. But it goes beyond that. 
 
O’Connell is a big believer in promoting the communities his properties 
lie in, not just promoting his properties. For example, he solicits movie 
and TV producers to film in Red Hook. He encourages the local media 
to report on the area and makes himself available for media access. 
He actively promotes the restaurant scene. He doesn’t just sell his 
properties to the public; he sells the public on the entire area. 
 
Being involved on the ground level doesn’t mean buying up a bunch of 
properties and hoping the area comes around. Instead, O’Connell buys 
up properties, then actively promotes the area so that it comes 
around. 
 
You could argue that some of what he does is speculative in nature. 
O’Connell places “bets” on real estate. But the fact that, after buying 
properties, he actively participates in promoting entire neighborhoods 
makes it less speculative in nature. 
 
Buying a stock is speculative. But buying a stock that you know, with 
some effort, you could directly affect the value of – that would be less 
speculative. That’s what O’Connell does with his real estate holdings. 
Also, his money is where his mouth is, as he lives in Red Hook. 
 
If you don’t know a particular area all that well but are still interested 
in investing there, fear not. You can almost always find real estate 
professionals, contractors, local businesspeople, etc. who DO know the 
area. Lean on them. 
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You don’t have to be rich to be a real estate investor 
 
O’Connell’s massive real estate fortune started with a $22,000 home 
he bought with help from his parents. He started the entire $400 
million empire on a police officer’s salary. With his overalls and pickup 
truck, he’s more like your grandpa than like the top hat-wearing, 
monocle-using mogul from the Monopoly game. 
 
He did what many successful real estate investors do: Use the salary 
from their regular job to invest in one piece of real estate that then 
begins to fund other investments. Your salary pays for the first 
property, which then pays for the next one or two, and those pay for 
the next ones. And so on. 
 
Of course, O’Connell is far from the only person to ever build a fortune 
literally from the ground up. But he’s definitive proof that you don’t 
have to start with a lot of money or come from a wealthy family. 
 
Granted, that $22,000 home he bought in 1967 equates to about 
$165,000 in today’s dollars. But that’s still well shy of the national 
median home price, and a police officer earning $60,000 or so per year 
should be able to afford that today. 
 
If you already own a primary residence, investing in a rental property 
– one home, as O’Connell first did – could get the ball rolling. The 
rental income from a first property can be saved to invest in a second 
property that produces income, and the two can fund a third property 
and so on. 
 
Keep in mind, too, that you don’t have to quit your day job to start 
investing in real estate. O’Connell, like many other individual real 
estate investors, continued his regular career and invested on the side 
until his business grew to the point at which he no longer needed that 
regular job. 
 
You don’t have to be locked in to one type of property 
 
Again, O’Connell got his start with one single-family home. Over the 
years, he invested in other single-family homes, warehouse space, 
retail buildings and vacant land. 
 
By moving on opportunities as they arose, no matter the property 
type, he also built-in automatic diversification in his investment 
portfolio. That’s something any financial planner or portfolio manager 
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would encourage any investor to do. 
 
But diversifying for O’Connell had some other advantages. When he 
started out, he didn’t know anything about investing in retail buildings 
or vacant land. Up to a point, he had only invested in a couple single-
family homes. These days, he doesn’t invest in ANY residential 
properties. 
 
What changed? Well, by investing into what was in demand and 
available, he kind of “learned the ropes” of other types of real estate 
investments. He became an expert in using government grants and 
tax abatements for development. He learned the strategies and 
processes needed to acquire and re-develop vacant land. He learned 
about dividing parcels of land and about building new structures. 
 
As a beginner with one home, he couldn’t have possibly guessed his 
investing would evolve into a diverse, $400 million empire that now 
does mostly building and development. His diversification of assets, 
however, provided him with the experience and knowledge along the 
way that allowed it all to become possible. 
 
Combining strategies can mean the best of both worlds 
 
Traditionally, when it comes to investing in real estate, there have 
been two main strategies: 
 

1. Buy and sell – Just as it sounds, this entails buying a property, 
fixing it up then selling it for more than you’ve invested into it. 
This is what rehabbers/flippers do. 
 

2. Buy and hold – Also just as it sounds, this strategy means 
acquiring properties and, rather than selling them, keeping them 
over the long haul and collecting the constant, recurring income 
they provide in rent. 

 
There are pros and cons with each approach, and often the chosen 
strategy comes down to personal preference and/or the state of the 
investor’s finances. 
 
O’Connell has used both strategies over the years. He’s certainly 
acquired properties that he’s kept for decades, collecting rental 
income. But he’s also bought buildings and land, made improvements, 
then re-sold. He’s also made improvements to properties, held them 
for a time, then re-sold. He’s mixed things up, portfolio-wise. 
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The two main strategies exist because there are two primary 
factors real estate investment provides to build wealth: income 
and appreciation. The buy-and-sell approach ignores income 
and relies solely on appreciation, and the buy-and-hold 
approach is more income-focused. But combining the two 
strategies might be the best of both worlds. 
 
For example, in a growing-demand area like Red Hook, Brooklyn, an 
investor might be able to generate so much income from a property 
that it only makes sense to keep it. That growing demand, though, is 
also constantly growing the property’s value (appreciation). 
 
Investors such as O’Connell often use growing demand to lock in 
commercial tenants with long-term leases, ensuring built-in, automatic 
rental revenue for years. Then when those leases expire, they have 
properties on their hands that perhaps have increased in value so 
much that it makes sense to sell. Of course, if market rental rates 
have also increased exponentially, they might have to decide whether 
to renegotiate long-term leases and start the clock all over again. It 
would be a nice decision to have to make, wouldn’t it? Do I take a lot 
of money now, or even more money a little down the road? 
 
There are ways just about any investor can combine the buy-and-hold 
and buy-and-sell strategies. Lease options, for example, can arrange 
for a sale in the near future while the investor collects rental income in 
the present. Land contracts, too, are a way to lock in buyers but first 
collect attractive rental income from them for a few years. 
 
The bottom line is that no one real estate investing strategy must be 
mutually exclusive. It’s true that some investors only acquire 
properties they rent over the long term in order to maximize income 
potential. There are also flippers who would never hold properties very 
long and who sell as soon as they can. 
 
But there are also those who’d describe themselves as flippers but DO 
hold on to high-income properties. And there are long-term investors 
who are in it for the income but don’t shy away from the occasional 
home flip if the opportunity is there. Blending the strategies based on 
careful decisions about what’s most profitable in every individual deal 
is what O’Connell has done, and it can be a lesson for most investors. 
Of course, there are some whose first instinct toward O’Connell’s story 
will be to say: “Well, he was in the right place at the right time.” And 
there’s an element of truth to that; not every place in the world is Red 
Hook, Brooklyn, where O’Connell inarguably was able to seize a timely 
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opportunity. 
 
But real estate investors everywhere seize timely opportunities 
every day. Many would argue that it’s the seizing part, rather than 
the timely part, that is the difference upon which real estate fortunes 
are built. You can think O’Connell was merely lucky all you want, but if 
every “lucky” person in the world pulled off what he has, we’d have a 
lot more lucky people worth $400 million, wouldn’t we? 
 
In fact, O’Connell just might have been riding an early wave of what’s 
become an opportunity trend. He’s certainly capitalized on an area that 
was once forsaken and then became rejuvenated. But that’s happening 
in a lot more places than Brooklyn. 
 
After years of suburban sprawl – people moving away from urban 
areas – the demand for real estate now is OUT of the suburbs and 
back to the bigger cities of the United States. This phenomenon has 
created a ton of new opportunities for investors. There are plenty of 
places in America that once thrived but were abandoned for the 
suburbs and would now again be desirable locations if they can just be 
made habitable. 
 
And it makes sense. The population continues to grow, and with 
literally every passing day, someone else needs a place to live. That’s 
why forgotten, run-down areas are being re-gentrified or reinvigorated 
– whatever you want to call it. 
 
Greg O’Connell, the career cop who did it in Brooklyn, is truly an 
“everyman” example of real estate investors because he saw an 
opportunity and took advantage of it, though initially of modest 
means. It might seem storybook stuff, but similar opportunities are 
out there for those who want to write a the same kind of story of 
themselves. 
 
To Your Success, 
 
Rob Minton 
Cashflownaire  
 
P.S. Greg O’Connell did not build his massive fortune overnight. 
His story isn’t one of “overnight success.” But he was patient 
and productive over many years, parlaying one real estate win 
into two more and so on. His is not a fortune just anyone could 
have built; it took some work. If you’re looking for the lottery-
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ticket solution, this is probably not for you. But if you’re 
interested in learning about how a work-a-day guy used time 
and some smart decisions to build wealth over a couple 
decades, maybe this IS for you. I promise no one overnight 
success, but I will say that those who can copy the success of 
others and apply proven philosophies over time can experience 
similar results. 
 
P.P.S. Real estate is not a risk-free investment. You can lose money 
investing in real estate just as you can lose money in any investment. 
Your ability to be successful depends on many factors, including the 
systems you use, your experience and your support system. You can 
minimize risk by building a solid team of experienced professional 
advisors, including a real estate professional, real estate attorney, and 
real estate tax advisor and through appropriate insurance protection. 
This report and the sample investment ideas within are for 
informational purposes only. 


